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BRIEFING NOTE 
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In Brief 
 
Where an exit involves the sale by Trustees of a significant holding of shares, it is vital that 
early consideration is given to the particular issues relating to ownership of shares by 
Trustees. 
 
It is of primary importance to strike a balance between Buyers’ ability to follow the cash 
and Trustees’ need to avoid personal liability and to safeguard the Trust assets. 
 
 
Key Considerations:  Buyer 
 
The Buyer will need to satisfy itself that the Trustee has the capacity to transact and that it 
will be able to enforce its rights against the Trust assets. 
 
The Buyer will want to know that the Trustees are validly appointed, own or control the 
shares which are being sold and have the power to sell those shares.  The Trustees may 
need to disclose all relevant Trust documents and the Buyer will generally require legal 
opinions, particularly where the Trust or Trustees are offshore. 
 
The Buyer will also need to consider the extent to which the Trustees can or will give 
warranties and indemnities.  Even if the Trustees have the requisite power under the Trust 
instrument or general law, as they are rarely themselves directors or involved in the day to 
day management of the business, they will generally not give warranties other than as to 
title and capacity to sell.   
 
Where the Buyer is a US entity, thought will also need to be given to Patriot Act issues 
where the Trust is a discretionary one. 
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Key Considerations:  Trustees 
 
The Trustees will be concerned to avoid personal liability and generally to safeguard the 
Trust assets for the benefit of the Beneficiaries. 
 
Thought must be given to whether there are alternative ways for the Trustees to preserve 
access to the sale proceeds forming part of the Trust assets to cover their proportionate 
share of any liability claims, without giving full commercial and tax warranties and whilst 
retaining the flexibility to invest and distribute Trust assets and to ring-fence those Trust 
assets which do not represent the proceeds of sale. 
 
For various tax and other reasons, any warranties given by Trustees should only be given 
on a several basis and any liability assumed in respect of the transaction must be 
proportionate to the Trustees’ shareholding in the target. 
 
As the Trustees will be personally liable in the event of a successful claim, they will need 
to be able to indemnify themselves from the Trust assets and their liability must further be 
limited to the amount of Trust assets under their control at the time when any claim is 
settled. 
 
 
Solutions 
 
Rooks Rider Solicitors LLP has advised many Seller-Trustees on their options in this 
highly complex area and the solution in each case must be tailored to the structure of the 
particular  
transaction. 
In certain circumstances we have used indemnity or retention mechanisms combined with 
certain restrictions on the Trustees. 
 
Any solution must be carefully crafted so as not to give rise to any unlawful fetter on the 
Trustees’ discretion. 
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How Rooks Rider Solicitors LLP Can Help 
 
We have a multi-disciplinary team of corporate sales, trust and tax specialists. 
 
We are able to combine our experience in the corporate sales and joint venture sector with 
our expertise in relation to trustee powers and tax planning. 
 
We are experienced in and well known for advising Trustees in the context of corporate 
sales and joint venturing situations. 
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If you would like any more information or would like to discuss any of the issues raised, please 
contact any of the following:  

 
Lindsey Hemingway 
Partner  
Head of Corporate 
+44 (0)20 7689 7259  
lhemingway@rooksrider.co.uk 

  
Karen Methold   
Partner       
Head of Wealth Planning 
+44 (0)20 7689 7112      
kmethold@rooksrider.co.uk 

 
Christopher Cooke     
Senior Partner 
Corporate & Wealth Planning 
+44 (0)20 7689 7110 
ccooke@rooksrider.co.uk    

 

 

 
 
 
 

Rooks Rider Solicitors LLP  
Challoner House 

19 Clerkenwell Close ■ London ■ EC1R 0RR 
 
 

	  


